
Jil evans exhibits her paintings and prints nationally and internationally. her work is 
in private and public collections across the country. She has received many grants, 
including the Jerome Foundation grant, arts midwest, national endowment for the 
arts, two minnesota State arts board grants, the pew grant to study and paint in italy, 
and residencies at the american academy in rome and the atlantic center for the 
arts. She currently lives in minneapolis, where she maintains a painting studio and is a 
founding member of Form + content gallery.

“‘A New Book of Nature’ is an animation involving images of tension and conflict 
created by shadowed objects on the artist’s notebook. the images were captured on 
site in the galapagos islands.”

Jil evanS guidO alvarez
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CoNsCiousNess
guido e. alvarez earned his b.F.a. in design from universidad del azuay in cuenca 
ecuador, his hometown. he also holds an m.F.a. in visual communication and design from 
virginia commonwealth university, and he is currently a doctoral student in the media, 
art, and text program there. he works as an assistant professor of art and art history at 
St. Olaf college.

“i am engaged in a life-time battle against nobody. i want to demonstrate that reality is 
no longer a possibility but a mental construct mediated by technology. we, modern 
electronic humans, are not only incapable of perceiving the differences between the 
concepts of ‘here’ and ‘now’ but more importantly we do not need to touch a ‘this’ to 
perceive it as ‘real.’ ‘Temporal Flow’ will attempt to construct this reflection.”

also featuring 13 contemporary and historical prints on loan from the minneapolis 
institute of arts. a list of prints is available at stolaf.edu/collections/flaten.

Flaten art muSeum
stolaf.edu/collections/flaten 

hOurS
monday–wednesday: 10 a.m.–5 p.m.
thursday: 10 a.m.–8 p.m.
Friday: 10 a.m.–5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday: 2 p.m.–5 p.m.

Closed for Fall Break, October 16–19



Opening ReceptiOn: Friday, September 17, 6–8 p.m.

panel DiscussiOn: thurSday, OctOber 7, 7 p.m., dittmann 305
“‘nature and human consciousness’ from artistic, historical, philosophical, and religious points 
of view.” participants: exhibit artists, assistant professor of religion mara benjamin, associate 
professor of art history matt rohn, andprofessor of philosophy charles taliaferro

chriStine baeumler, guidO alvarez, 
Jil evanS, chriS larSOn, Jill ewald

September 18 – OctOber 31

thiS here nOw: nature and human cOnSciOuSneSS is an exhibit of 
historical and contemporary art that addresses questions of deep philosophical and 
religious significance: What is consciousness and meaning? Are they reflections or clues 
of some deeper, meaningful or purposive reality (perhaps god) or are they accidental 
bi-products of an impersonal, mechanical reality not driven by purpose and meaning? 
is consciousness itself only a complex physico-chemical process or is it some new 
reality that is more than physical processes? Some of the great world religions (Judaism, 
christianity, islam, some hindu traditions, and more) see the natural world in purposive 
terms and recognize subjectivity and experience as unique realities. while some 
philosophers embrace reductive forms of materialism, others counter that subjectivity, 
experience, and purposiveness are foundational, irreducible realities. Such debate forms 
an important part of the contemporary conversation about science and philosophy, 
religion and the liberal arts.

christine baeumler earned her b.a. from yale university and her m.F.a. from indiana 
university in bloomington. She is currently an associate professor in the department 
of art at the university of minnesota, and the artist in residence for Saint paul 
watershed districts through public art Saint paul. 

“my travels to the amazon rainforest, the galapagos islands, and to charles darwin’s 
home in Kent, uK, have inspired artwork that shadows naturalist explorers of the past 
and draws connections between the diminishment of ecosystems and species with 
the extinction of human experience of these environments.”

chriStine baeumler
Jill ewald earned her b.a. from St. Olaf college and her m.F.a. from vermont college. 
Since the mid-1990s, she has explored how to make visual interior and exterior human 
experiences and connections. She is the director of St. Olaf ’s Flaten art museum.

“This work reflects my experience sailing and moving through light and space above the 
arctic circle in the midnight sun. it explores the sublime — both the beauty and the 
danger of life; it questions our perceptions about the reality of experience.”

Jill ewald
chris larson was born in 1966 in St. paul, minnesota. Since earning his m.F.a. from yale 
university in 1992, he has exhibited widely throughout the united States, europe, and 
Argentina. Today his sculptures, films, and photographs are collected and recognized around 
the world. he has received the bush Foundation artist Fellowship, the mcKnight Foundation 
artist Fellowship, the Jerome Foundation Fellowship, and the louis comfort tiffany 
Foundation Fellowship. larson is currently represented by magnus müller in berlin and is an 
assistant professor at the university of minnesota. 

“I build objects/worlds/spaces that look familiar but have been severely affected, disfigured, or 
transformed by something such as nature, location, cause and effect, and/or knowing neglect.
in my work, i hope to dissolve the boundaries between human and machine, purpose and 
absurdity, and the possibility of spiritual transcendence verses mechanistic determinism.”

chriS larSOn
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also featuring 13 contemporary and historical prints on loan from the minneapolis 
institute of arts. a list of prints is available at stolaf.edu/collections/flaten.


